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Abstract. This Intelligent video surveillance has been widely used in video surveillance environment, 
the traditional intelligent video surveillance algorithm has problem is that it is mainly for the static 
environment. It is can’t detect the moving object in moving doom.So a new algorithm is proposed to 
expand the doom detect range by combine the moving detect algorithm with image registration 
algorithm. In the experiments, the algorithm can effectively expand the monitoring scene which can use 
in many circumvent. 

Introduction 
Intelligence video already extensively applied in various situation, be gradually also getting an 

application to the intelligence monitor of video frequency, however traditional video frequency 
intelligence monitor technique mainly aim at the background image is still, which limit the function of 
doom. 

Moving object detect algorithm can classify into several method: frame-difference, the background 
generation[1]，and optic-flows method etc. Along with the research, multi-algorithms are proposed, 
such as neural-network, SVM et.al [2]. 

Inter-frame difference method is adopted the subtraction operation of adjacent image. The algorithm 
has a disadvantage is that can’t afford noise. Background generation algorithm has advantage of noise 
in actual surveillance environment. Several advantage algorithm are proposal to improve performance 
of background generation algorithm, Ming Han[3] put forward the improvement method through 
modify the parameter of background generation algorithm, which use multi-gauss model to adopt 
image noise. Ref[4,5]  aimed at to improve adopt of image noise, through modify the parameter of 
threshold and background refresh. 

The principle of these proposed algorithm base on a condition that scene is still. If scene changed or 
unstable will cause the moving target and background can’t identify. 

Image registration algorithm is widely used in many fields, such as aerial photography, which is 
mainly aimed at the process of continuous shooting. Richard Szeliski proposed a classic image mosaic 
algorithm based on image mosaic models[6], the algorithm can transform the image through the affine 
transformation of the relationship between different image matching, the image mosaic algorithm. With 
the deep research on image mosaic, many scholars have put forward several improved algorithms. 
Ref[7,8]proposed a fast algorithm for feature selection . Du Dong Mei[9]proposed a fast SURF 
algorithm for save memory space. The algorithm transform integral image into one image space for 
saving memory space, Zhu Qiguang[10] proposed using wavelet method, the image is divided into high 
frequency and low frequency part, in order to improve the extraction performance of the feature points, 
Zhang Zilong[11] in the selection of the feature points on the proposed new the algorithm, to achieve 
a more accurate feature points matching. 

The traditional way of intelligent monitoring is to fix the scene of the dome camera and to detect the 
moving target. The more commonly used method is to use the background generation method, but the 
disadvantage is that the doom is fixed, which can’t make the other direction Detection, restricted the 
use of doom. 
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At present, the use of the dome’s sport ability, to achieve a wider range of monitoring is an important 
application of the current direction, because the background generation algorithm itself defects, and 
difficult to meet. 

Based on the above problems, a moving object detection algorithm based on non-fixed scene is 
proposed. Combined image registration algorithm with background generation algorithm, the 
background generation algorithm under the motion scene is constructed to improve the adaptability of 
the traditional moving object detection algorithm.  

Panorama Mosaic 
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for the background generation algorithm, which is based 

on the background generation algorithm in the motion environment. The algorithm is shown in Figure 
1. 

The algorithm is composed of background generation process and moving object detect process 
The background generation process is shown as following steps: 

 
Figure 1 algorithm flow 

1) Dome move to a position i，capture a serial of image if ， generate background iB using the 

background generation algorithm ；  

2) Move to the next position j，using the same process as step 1 generate background image jB ；
while moving N time, obtain a set of background image  1 20

{ , , , ..., },nB B B B n N= ； 
3) Aiming at the sequence picture adoption picture to go together with quasi- calculate way to 

constitute is complete of background scene. According to ball machine current position i, obtain a 
video frequency picture in a row, adopt a much Gauss background model method, set up a background 
picture; 

4) Adopt sift calculate way, withdraw picture Cape to order an information, adopt RANSAC 
calculate way to match close together background 1,n nB B

+ ，In the RANSAC calculate way, the picture 
goes together with to acquire homologous projection transformation in the quasi- process matrix 
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5) According to the transformation matrix merger picture, constitute an end panorama picture. 
The advantage of the background composition algorithm is that it can construct a complete 

background image during the motion of the dome, which provides a basis for the subsequent detection 
of the moving object .this algorithm solve the difficult of tradition background generation algorithm. 

 Exercise Object Examination 
The background object that obtains according to the last, during sport of the ball machine, passes to 

obtain a picture, realization to exercise the examination of target. Examine process in, need to 
complete three following steps. 

Step 1.Matching of current moving scene 
Step 2.moving object detection 
Step 3.The background regeneration 
Aim at three steps, we designed homologous sport object examination calculate way, the calculate 

way's process was as follows. 
1) Get the image of the current position if ，according to corresponding of iw，transform to wi

f ，
obtain the transformation's result represent as the rectangle 1 1 2 2{ , , , }iR x y x y= ， 1 1{ , }x y is the left top 

Cape of the picture， 2 2{ , }x y is the right bottom. 
2) Transformation image fwi and the panorama background image B mutually reduce and get a bad 
value picture ,i w ii

S B f S R= − ∈ . 
3)Based on threshold extraction method, the corresponding difference threshold is obtained iT . 
4) While the image subtract result is bigger than iT ，which is the moving object, otherwise 
regeneration background according to coefficient iγ . 
5) The regeneration method is 1 * * (1 )i i i w ii

B B fγ γ
+

= + − . 
Through the above steps, the detection of the moving target is completed and updated according to the 
corresponding update rules. 
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Figure 2 flow of  moving object detect process 

Through the above algorithm steps, it can be found that in the process of moving object detection, 
image registration is the core problem of background detection during the rotation of doom. The time 
consume of image registration process.  
 

Experiment 
Aiming at the algorithm proposed in this paper, the algorithm is designed and implemented with an 

actual scene. Experiment with the CPU at 2.3G, 4 nuclear, memory 4G, programing language is VC++. 
The experiment of background generation process of algorithm  as figure 3,4 show: 

 

(1) Generation 
background picture 1 

 

(2) Generation 
background picture 2 

 

(3) Generation 
background picture 3 

Figure 3 background generation 

 

Figure 4: Panorama background scene 

   From the last diagram, after every background born process, set up sport scene examination 
background of integrity. 
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    The result of process of moving  object detect show at figure 5: 

 

Figure 5: Exercise object examination 

In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm  , we aim at calculate each main step. the 
performance of each step of the algorithm is show on table 1. 

Table 1 computing performance 

step Image size time(s) 

Background generation 1280*960 1.2 

Panorama generation  1.3 

Image mosaic 1280*960 0.8 

Moving object 1280*960 0.5 

 

Conclusions 
Through the above experiment, we can find that our method can be used to generate the background 

of the scene in the video, and the scenes in the process of the dome rotation are spliced to form a 
complete background .In the process of detecting the moving target, detection and extraction. 

In this paper, the problems in the detection of moving objects are: the use of registration and 
background constantly updated, resulting a lower processing speed, the latter will focus on how to 
improve the existing image registration algorithm, Moving target detection speed, to achieve the 
purpose of real-time detection. 
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